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Sustainability
2016 Report

Flowers Foods is committed to applying sustainability principles 
to all aspects of its business and has set new goals for 2020.
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Fellow Stakeholders:

I’m excited about the sustainability strides our company and bakery teams made in 2016.

After setting new 2020 goals for greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, water consumption, and 
waste last year:

• We reduced our manufacturing GHG emissions by almost 7% per metric ton of product, 
achieving 66% of our 2020 goal in just one year. 

• We were less than one percentage point away from meeting our company-wide goal of 
90% diversion of waste from landfill. 

• We kept our manufacturing water intensity stable even though we brought on board 
three new bakeries at the end of 2015. 

There were other highlights in 2016:

• Our bakeries registered for the ENERGY STAR Challenge and eight achieved Energy Star 
Certification.

• Flowers launched a new Smart Saves initiative to reduce water consumption and improve 
wastewater quality.

• Some of our warehouse and thrift stores began participating in our effort to divert waste 
from landfills through recycling.

I want to thank our bakery teams and home office support staff for their efforts in reducing 
energy and water consumption and waste. As a responsible corporate citizen, we’re 
committed to incorporating sustainable practices throughout our operations and reducing 
our use of the resources needed to run our business. It’s the right thing to do for our 
company, our customers and consumers, and our communities. 

Allen Shiver
President and CEO
Flowers Foods

CEO’s Message
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Flowers Foods’ Allen Shiver presents an update on the 
company’s sustainability efforts at the 2017 Annual 
Shareholders Meeting in Thomasville, Ga. 

Allen Shiver, right, observes Lawrence Luce, wrap operator, 
perform a quality check at the Dave’s Killer Bread (DKB) bakery 
in Milwaukie, Ore. In 2016, DKB partnered with Energy Trust of 
Oregon to improve energy efficiency. (See page 10.)
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2016 Performance Summary

*Compared to 2015 Baseline
4

NO 
CHANGE 89%7%

Reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions 10% per 
metric ton of product.

2020 Goals*
Reduce water use 
10% per metric ton 

of product.

Achieve zero 
waste to landfill 
company-wide.
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About Flowers Foods
OUR MISSION

We bring smiles with delicious foods and 
trusted brands.

OUR VISION
As America’s premier baker, we craft foods that 
make people smile. We are driven by a passion 

to boldly grow our business through inspiring 
leadership, teamwork, and creativity.

OUR VALUES
A passion for baking and our commitment to 

integrity, service, quality, and creativity
guide all our efforts.

OUR CULTURE
Always do what’s right. Respect every person. 

Be fair. Work as a team.

OUR STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
Reinvigorate core business Align brands 

to consumers, invest in brand growth and 
innovation, support distributor partners.

Capitalize on product adjacencies Build 
leading foodservice position, grow in-store 

bakery, seek opportunities in healthy snacking.

Reduce costs to fuel growth Simplify and 
streamline operating model; better leverage 

national footprint.

Invest in capabilities and growth Enhance 
financial planning and analyst capabilities, 

performance management systems.

Flowers Foods (NYSE: FLO), founded in Thomasville, Ga., in 1919 and headquartered there, is 

a leading producer of packaged bakery foods in the United States. The company operates 49 

bakery subsidiaries in 18 states, and reported sales of $3.9 billion in 2016.

Flowers recognizes that sustainability makes the company stronger, increasing profitability and 

enhancing shareholder value over the long term. Flowers is committed to applying sustainability 

processes to all aspects of its business. Working with team members, business partners, 

suppliers, and customers, the company strives to prevent waste of water, packaging, energy, 

and other resources.

5

Fresh (DSD) territory

Frozen bakery foods and snack 
cakes are available nationwide.

OUR PRIMARY BRANDS:

WHERE OUR PRODUCTS 
ARE BAKED AND SOLD

Click here for more info on Flowers Foods >>

>
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Energy Star
Challenge:
Over the past year, Flowers bakeries have registered for EPA’s ENERGY 
STAR Challenge. Teams are working toward reducing their site’s energy 
intensity by 10% within five years. At the end of 2016, three bakeries 
met the Challenge – Bailey Street Bakery in Atlanta, Flowers Baking Co. 
of Henderson in Nevada, and Leeland Baking Company in Houston. (See 
page 7.)

Certification:
In 2016, ENERGY STAR released its Energy Performance Indicator (EPI) 
for large commercial bakeries. This tool allows bakeries to benchmark 
their energy performance among others in the industry. Bakeries ranked 
in the top 25% in energy efficiency are eligible for certification. Of the 
bakeries recognized, eight were Flowers’ bakeries located in Baton Rouge, 
Lafayette, and New Orleans, La.; El Paso, Texas; Modesto, Calif.; Lynchburg 
and Norfolk, Va.; and Tolleson, Ariz. 

6*Compared to 2015 baseline 

2020 Goal
Reduce manufacturing greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions 10% per metric ton of product.*

Results
In 2016, 66% of goal met.

Manufacturing Emissions Intensity
(mt CO2e/mt product)

2013

2015

2016

2014

2020 Goal

.282

.279

.286

.267

.258
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Bailey Street Bakery, Leeland Baking Co., and FBC of Henderson were the first Flowers Foods bakeries to 
achieve the ENERGY STAR Challenge. Some ways these bakeries met this goal included reducing start-up 
times, installing efficient lighting, providing training, and fixing compressed air leaks.

The combined energy savings of these three bakeries (compared to their 2015 baseline) was 61,051 
MMBtu of energy – equivalent to the annual energy use of 342 U.S. homes. 

Bailey Street Bakery • Leeland Baking Co. • FBC of Henderson

7

Energy Star Chal lenge

Members of the Leeland Baking Co. team who helped achieve ENERGY STAR Challenge 
recognition are, front row, from left, Jacob Ramsey, engineering leadperson; Randy Rick, 
maintenance engineer; Jaime Murillo, maintenance engineer; Shawn Jones, maintenance 
engineer; Olin Burham, maintenance engineer; Justin Smith, engineering superintendent; 
back row, Frederick Revels, maintenance engineer; Jose Corral, maintenance engineer; Jerry 
Lambert, director of engineering; David McDonald, engineering supervisor; Joe Rivera, 
maintenance engineer; Rodolfo Basan, maintenance engineer; and Luis Morales, building 
maintenance mechanic.

Key personnel at FBC of Henderson who helped the bakery achieve ENERGY 
STAR Challenge status are, from left,  Jesse Bonner, director of manufacturing; 
Victor Aldana, engineering superintendent; Timiko Strother, ESS director; and 
Megan Farrar, receiving supervisor.
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LIGHTING
In 2016, Flowers upgraded lighting at several bakeries in Alabama, 
Arkansas, Georgia, Pennsylvania, and Tennessee. New LED fixtures 
provide more light while reducing energy use. An additional benefit is 
the reduced heat these fixtures emit in the bakery during the summer.

Combined, these lighting projects will prevent almost 3,000 metric tons 
of CO2 emissions annually.

HEAT RECOVERY
At the end of 2016, the El Paso bakery removed both of its boilers after 
installing heat recovery. The new system captures waste heat from the 
oxidizer exhaust and reuses it for various manufacturing processes.

The new system is expected to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 248  
metric tons of CO2e, equivalent to the annual energy use of 26 homes 
or 52 passenger cars.

COMPRESSED AIR IMPROVEMENTS
In 2016, Flowers continued to raise awareness company-wide of 
compressed air through its Smart Saves program. Bakeries invested in 
ultrasonic leak detectors to use during regular audits and others took 
advantage of free air audits offered by their local utilities. Also, the 
company’s 2016 internal engineering audit awarded points for bakeries 
with regular compressed air surveys and the absence of leaks. 

8

Energy Projects

New LED lighting at FBC of Batesville helps the bakery prevent 
CO2 emissions.

The new heat recovery system at FBC of El Paso allows the bakery 
to use waste heat for other purposes.

>
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Tuscaloosa Bakery Transformation

9

In January 2016, Flowers Foods announced plans to transform its 60-year-old 
bread and bun bakery in Tuscaloosa, Ala., into one of the most efficient organic 
bakeries in the U.S. This required the installation of new, specialized equipment 
and training the bakery team on a different way to bake bread. In just four 
months, team members from Flowers Foods, Dave’s Killer Bread, and the 
Tuscaloosa bakery made that happen.

Remarkable as that feat was, Flowers also transformed the bakery by 
incorporating new sustainable solutions including:

• LED lighting and skylights for electric savings,
• A refrigeration system that improves efficiency by more than 60%,
• Temperature zones to help control heat distribution,
• Electric blowers to replace compressed air, and
• An efficient oven that reuses waste heat to reduce gas consumption.

From top: Terry Rancher, oven operator, monitors loaves of Dave’s Killer Bread production at Tuscaloosa Organic Baking Co.; new LED lighting was installed at the bakery.
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FBC of Batesville and Entergy Arkansas
In 2016, Flowers’ Batesville bakery joined the Entergy Arkansas 
Large Commercial & Industrial Program that offers cash 
incentives to businesses making energy-efficient upgrades to 
their facilities.

This year, Entergy Arkansas presented the Batesville bakery 
with a rebate check for completing two major upgrades: 
installing low-energy LED low-energy lights and improving its 
compressed air system. These improvements will prevent more 
than 746 metric tons CO2e of annual greenhouse gas emissions, 
which is equivalent to removing 158 passenger vehicles from 
U.S. roadways each year.

Entergy Arkansas presents Flowers’ Batesville bakery with a rebate for 
energy-efficient upgrades made in 2016. Pictured, from left, Margaret 
Ann Marsh, director of sustainability, Flowers Foods; Tim Dubose, director 
of engineering, FBC of Batesville; Rick Riley, CEO, Entergy Arkansas; Barry 
Hammers, president, FBC of Batesville; Lori Driver, ESS director, FBC of 
Batesville; and Rick Stolarik, engineering superintendent, FBC of Batesville.

Members of the Dave’s Killer Bread Milwaukie team and representatives 
of Energy Trust of Oregon meet during a 2016 energy treasure hunt to find 
possible cost-savings actions at the bakery.

Dave’s Killer Bread and Energy Trust of Oregon
Over the past year, Dave’s Killer Bread (DKB), located in 
Milwaukie, OR. has improved energy efficiency by partnering 
with the Energy Trust of Oregon (ETO), an independent 
nonprofit dedicated to helping manufacturers, businesses, and 
homeowners adopt clean energy solutions.  

DKB has been participating in ETO’s Continuous Strategic Energy 
Management program, and in 2016, held an ETO-led “energy 
treasure hunt” at the bakery. The hunt included a walk through 
the bakery looking for potential cost-saving measures. DKB 
implemented several ETO suggestions and has seen significant 
savings. 10

Energy Partnerships

>
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Water Policy

1111

Manufacturing Water Use 
(m3/mt product)

2013

2015

2016

2014

2020 Goal

1.39

1.30

1.36

1.36

1.23

Water Stewardship Commitment
Water is essential to our business and critical to the long-term health 
and vitality of people, communities, and ecosystems. Flowers is 
committed to applying water stewardship principles to all aspects of its 
business and working with team members, suppliers, customers, and 
communities to address water challenges where it operates.

Focus Areas
BAKERIES: Nurture a culture where sound water stewardship and 
operational excellence is “business as usual.”

KEY INGREDIENTS & SUPPLIERS: Use resources, knowledge, and 
expertise to facilitate improvements in water stewardship within the 
company’s supply chain.

COMMUNITY & WATERSHEDS: Understand water demand and 
discharge in relation to the conditions of communities and 
watersheds where Flowers bakeries operate.

The water management team at Villa Rica  
includes, from left, Mike Wester, 

director of engineering; Patrick Boyd,  
ESS manager; David Daniel, engineering 

supervisor; Don North, ESS director.
*Compared to 2015 baseline

>
<2020 Goal

Reduce water use 10% per metric ton of product.*

Results
In 2016 – 0% of goal met.
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Water Stewardship
CDP Water Program
For the second year, Flowers participated in the Carbon 
Disclosure Project (CDP) Water Survey, a public disclosure 
of the company’s water use. This report provides insight 
for investors, non-governmental organizations, and others 
interested in how companies manage their water risks. 
This year, Flowers expanded its water risk assessment 
to include the WRI Aqueduct Risk Filter, and identified 
seven bakeries with substantive risk — three in Texas, one 
in Florida, two in Arizona, and one in California. Flowers 
will focus water stewardship efforts at these locations to 
reduce water risks.

1212

2016 Water Initiative
Water is important to Flowers Foods, for cleaning and as an 
ingredient. In 2016, Flowers launched a new Smart Saves initiative 
focused on water stewardship. Through this program, the company 
provided training to bakery teams and shared best practices on ways 
to reduce water consumption and improve the quality of wastewater.

Flowers’ energy management system helps support this effort by 
providing monthly tracking of water use and identifying unusual 
changes in water consumption. This tool has helped bakeries manage 
water leaks and repair them earlier.

Water Savings in Tolleson, Arizona
Jon Knoop, director of engineering of Holsum 

Bakery of Tolleson reduced the amount of 
water used by the bakery’s evaporative 

cooling towers. Over the past two years, 
the bakery has saved millions of gallons 

of water by closely monitoring water 
hardness and maximizing the amount 
of water recirculated through the 
cooling tower. 

>
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>
Waste & Recycling
In 2016, the company continued to search for additional recycling 
opportunities.  While most Flowers bakeries are diverting well over 90% 
of waste, recycling at satellite locations, such as bakery warehouses, offers 
a great opportunity. Several bakeries are working to implement recycling 
programs in partnership with their satellite locations. 

TRAY RECYCLING PROGRAM
For more than a decade, Flowers Foods has recycled broken, unusable 
product trays. A recycler grinds the broken trays into pieces that are used 
to create new pallets and crates. In 2016 alone, the company recycled 
almost 1 million pounds of trays! 

TASTY BAKING CO. – WAREHOUSE RECYCLING PROGRAM
Not only does Tasty Baking Co. recycle, it has expanded the program to its 

warehouses. Distribution center teams collect stale product and 
recyclable materials. Drivers bring the full containers back 

to the bakery to be recycled. These efforts reduce 
the amount of landfill waste across the bakery’s 

distribution network.

The Tasty Baking Co. recycling team 
includes from left, Terry Salber, director 
of distribution; Kyle Smith, shipping 
superintendent; Larry Wright, shipping 
lead; Donnie Forrest, shipping helper; 
and Marco Viola, shipping helper.

13*Compared to 2015 baseline 

2020 Goal
Achieve zero waste to landfill company-wide (i.e. 90% 
or greater diversion of waste from landfill).*

Results
In 2016, 99% of goal met.

Company-wide Diversion Rate
(%)

2013

2015

2016

2014

2020 Goal

88.2%

90.0%

89.7%

89.9%

90.0%
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>
Packaging

14

Flowers looks for ways to improve the sustainability of its packaging and to limit the 

amount of materials used to package its products. Most of its packaging is made of 

recycled or recyclable materials.

Flowers’ bread bags are made of 100% recyclable low-density polyethylene (LDPE) plastic. 

Most multi-pack snack cake boxes are made with 100% recycled paperboard and also can 

be recycled. Some corrugated shipping cases are made from 100% recycled materials, 

while others are made with a mixture of recycled and virgin materials.

>
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>
Transportation
Flowers Foods gets its bakery products to market in two different ways. 
With direct-store-delivery (DSD), fresh bakery foods are shipped from 
bakeries to warehouses and then picked up by independent distributor 
partners who then deliver them to retail and foodservice customers within 
their territories. Each DSD bakery’s products ultimately reach customers 
located within approximately 250 miles of the bakery.

In the company’s other distribution method, frozen bakery foods are 
shipped by trailer trucks or railcar from distribution centers to customer 
warehouses nationwide, traveling much farther. 

Flowers strives to reduce the amount of miles required to transport its 
products. The company tracks the transport miles used to deliver product 
directly to customers, but it is unable to measure the number of miles 
traveled by independent distributors. 

Since expanding the delivery of fresh bakery foods to the West Coast, 
it has been difficult for the company to achieve its goal of a 10% 
reduction in miles traveled per pound of product.  As Flowers serves 
markets farther from its bakeries, products travel greater distances. 
The team continues to look for ways to reduce its carbon footprint. 
One way the company reduces mileage is to ship product by rail, 
especially to the West Coast.  In 2016, Flowers shipped 203 truckloads 
of cake product by rail, saving the equivalent of 384,369 miles of truck 
transport.

To improve efficiency, reduce shipping errors, and cut paper use, 
in 2010, Flowers began installing an electronic logistics system 
called PCData to track products on their journey from bakery to 
consumer. The system collects and stores product and shipment data 
electronically, eliminating the need for paper tags and pack out sheets. 

15
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2016 Sustainability Scorecard

Manufacturing values include all locations that manufacture product. Company-wide values include warehouses, thrift stores, and corporate offices, in addition to all manufacturing 
locations. Acquisitions also are included. Waste numbers do not include special projects at manufacturing locations.
MMBtu = One million British thermal units              mt = metric tons                  m3 = cubic meters

Energy Consumption 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Manufacturing (MMBtu) 3,782,407 4,008,836 3,974,508 4,032,476 4,029,732
Manufacturing (MMBtu/mt product) 3.04 2.92 2.86 2.91 2.86
Company-wide (MMBtu) 4,573,892 4,290,101 4,440,270 4,416,070 4,395,642

Green House Gas Emissions 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Scope 1 Emissions
Manufacturing (mt CO2e) 171,131 160,128 163,579 183,035 171,765
Manufacturing (mt CO2e/mt product) 0.138 0.117 0.118 0.132 0.122
Company-wide (mt CO2e) 190,807 168,110 179,016 194,551 179,853
Scope 2 Emissions      
Manufacturing (mt CO2e) 298,495 226,561 223,731 215,365 204,801
Manufacturing (mt CO2e/mt product) 0.240 0.165 0.161 0.154 0.145
Company-wide (mt CO2e) 327,999 249,776 251,833 242,107 229,132

Water Withdrawal 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Manufacturing (m3) 1,717,744 1,909,375 1,801,634 1,883,720 1,920,540
Manufacturing (m3/mt product) 1.38 1.39 1.30 1.36 1.36
Company-wide (m3) 1,843,368 2,029,142 1,977,669 2,103,040 2,131,682

Waste & Recycling 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Manufacturing Waste (mt) 8,244 9,371 9,385 8,823 8,758
Company-wide Waste (mt) 22,568 18,274 18,834 17,875 18,777
Manufacturing Diversion Rate (%) 92.3% 93.3% 94.0% 94.5% 94.9%
Company-wide Diversion Rate (%) 86.6% 88.2% 90.0% 89.7% 89.9%

16
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About this Report
GLOBAL REPORTING INITIATIVE (GRI) G4
Flowers Foods used the GRI G4 Sustainability Reporting 
Guidelines to prepare this report.  The GRI Protocol was applied 
when applicable or if information was available.

VERIFICATION
Information in this report was analyzed closely by internal 
departments but was not independently verified. Data was 
collected using external energy management programs, SAP, 
and manual data entry. Proxy data was used rarely, and only 
when results were skewed due to individual meter failures.

CONTACT
Please direct questions regarding this report to:
Margaret Ann Marsh
Director of Sustainability
Flowers Foods
sustainability@flocorp.com 17
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GRI Index
Strategy and Analysis  

General Standard Disclosures Description Report Page No.

G4-1 Statement from the most senior decision-maker 3

G4-2 Description of key impacts, risks, and opportunities 4

Organizational Profile  

General Standard Disclosures Description Cross-Reference or Answer

G4-3 Name of the organization Flowers Foods, Inc.

G4-4 Primary brands, products, and services 5

G4-5 Location of the organization's headquarters 5

G4-6
Number of countries where the organization operates, and names 
of the countries where the organization has significant operations.

United States

G4-7 Nature of ownership and legal form Flowers Foods 2016 10K

G4-8 Markets served 5

G4-9 Scale of the organization 5

G4-13
Significant changes during the reporting period regarding the 
organization's size, structure, ownership, or its supply chain

Not Applicable

18
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GRI Index
Environmental

General Standard Disclosures Description Report Page No.

Energy
G4-EN3 Energy consumption within the organization 16
G4-EN5 Energy intensity 16
G4-EN6 Reduction of energy consumption 16
Water
Gr-EN8 Total water withdrawal by source 16
Emissions
G4-EN15 Direct greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (scope 1) 16
G4EN-16 Energy indirect greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (scope 2) 16
G4-EN18 Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions intensity 6-10, 16
G4-EN19 Reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 6-10, 16
Effluents and Waste
G4-EN23 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method 13, 16
Products and Services

G4-EN28
Percentage of products sold and their packaging materials that are 
reclaimed by category

14

Transport

G4-EN30
Significant environmental impacts of transporting products and 
other goods and materials for the organization's operations

15
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Statements contained in this report are not historical facts and 
are forward-looking statements as defined in the United States 
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking 
statements relate to current expectations regarding our future 
financial condition, performance, and results of operations, planned 
capital expenditures, long-term objectives of management, supply 
and demand, pricing trends and market forces, and integration plans 
that are often identified by the use of words and phrases such as 
“anticipate,” “believe,” “continue,” “could,” “estimate,” “expect,” 
“intend,” “may,” “plan,” “predict,” “project,” “should,” “will,” “would,” 
“is likely to,” “is expected to” or “will continue,” or the negative of 
these terms or other comparable terminology. All forward-looking 
statements are based upon assumptions we believe are reasonable.

Forward-looking statements are based on current information and 
are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause our actual 
results to differ from those projected. Other factors that may cause 
actual results to differ from the forward-looking statements contained 
in this report and that may affect the company’s prospects in general 
include, but are not limited to:  (a) competitive conditions in the 
baked foods industry, including promotional and price competition, 
(b) changes in consumer demand for our products, including changes 
in consumer behavior, trends and preferences, including health and 
whole grain trends, and the movement toward more inexpensive 
store-branded products, (c) the success of productivity improvements 
and new product introductions, (d) a significant reduction in business 
with any of our major customers including a reduction from adverse 
developments in any of our customer's business, (e) fluctuations in 

commodity pricing, (f) energy and raw material costs and availability 
and hedging and counterparty risk, (g) our ability to fully integrate 
recent acquisitions into our business, (h) our ability to achieve cash 
flow from capital expenditures and acquisitions and the availability 
of new acquisitions that build shareholder value, (i) consolidation 
within the baking industry and related industries, (j) disruptions in our 
direct-store delivery system, including litigation or an adverse ruling 
from a court or regulatory or government body that could affect the 
independent contractor classification of our independent distributors, 
and (k) the failure of our information technology systems to perform 
adequately, including any interruptions, intrusions or security 
breaches of such systems. The foregoing list of important factors 
does not include all such factors, nor necessarily present them in 
order of importance. In addition, you should consult other disclosures 
made by the company, including the risk factors included in our most 
recently filed Annual Report on Form 10-K and Quarterly Reports on 
Form 10-Q filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") 
and disclosures made in other filings with the SEC and company press 
releases, for other factors that may cause actual results to differ 
materially from those projected by the company. 

We caution you not to place undue reliance on forward-looking 
statements, as they speak only as of the date made and are inherently 
uncertain. The company undertakes no obligation to publicly revise or 
update such statements, except as required by law.

Learn more about Flowers Foods at flowersfoods.com.

Forward-Looking Statement

20
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